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Internet of Tings (IoT) applications are used in almost every part of our life, so it is important to protect the sensitive data and
information that is transmitted over wireless networks such as images and documents.Te IoTdevices have limited computational
resources; they are called limited devices due to their limited processors andmemory size. Traditional encryption methods require
a lot of computing power; therefore, it is difcult to implement traditional cryptographic algorithm on IoT processor. Finally,
a new, lightweight encryptionmethod based on the DNA sequence is proposed to suit the IoTdevices in a way tomake an easy and
secure the communications among the IoTdevices. DNA sequences are very random, so we have used it to make a strong secret
key that is hard for attackers to break.Te proposedmethod has an advantage in terms of efciency and strength. Experiments and
security tests show that the proposed encryption system not only has a good encryption efect and can withstand known attacks,
but it is also fast enough for real-world use. Te DNA key is used to encrypt fles using two simple and reliable methods such as
substitution and transposition procedures that meet IoT computational requirements. In addition, when compared with other
encryption algorithms, the experimental results shows that the key size, encryption time, and distortion preparation are all
superior.

1. Introduction

Te Internet of Tings (IoT) is a critical component of the
modern world since it enables people to live more easily and
wisely. Te Internet of Tings is a network that commu-
nicates with the physical world. Its fundamental technolo-
gies include wireless sensor networks and the Internet. It is
a worldwide network of intelligent objects, dubbed “things,”
loaded with sensors, electronics, and software. In a nutshell,
the Internet of Tings (IoT) is a collection of gadgets or
sensors that create and send data over a wireless network [1].
Te main goal of IoT devices is to initially generate the data
from diferent sources then record it, the next phase is to
collect the data and get process it, and fnally transmit data
via communication channels, as well as to control many
bigger units on a regular basis. Te IoT is expected to
continuously grow, with a forecast of 30 billion linked

devices in 2020, and that there would be 75 billion IoT
devices in the global network by 2025. With such a large
number of devices, the breadth of the transmission channel
becomes more important. According to Atom Beam, the
volume of data exchanged by IoT devices will exceed 90
zettabytes by 2025. Te total amount of data sent today is 30
zettabytes [2].

Te growth of the Internet of Tings has various ad-
vantages, since it will afect how people perform ordinary
chores and potentially transform the planet. Smart lighting
will certainly reduce the consumption of energy though
lowering the electricity cost. Smart buildings, healthcare
monitoring, smart homes, smart cities, and other human
activities are all covered by IoT applications [3]. Handling
and securing the massive volume of data created by het-
erogeneous IoT devices is one of the challenges in IoT ap-
plications. Te generated data from IoT devices and
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applications have become a desirable target for anyone who
wants to gain access to such information, such as attackers.
Te approach is to use cryptographic measures to protect the
data, though only granting access to authorized people to
decode it. Te Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Ad-
vanced Data Encryption (AES) algorithms cannot be used to
encrypt and protect the security of data generated by IoT
devices [4–7].

IoT devices are termed constrained devices since their
computation resources are limited with the number of
processors and size of memory. As a result, traditional
encryption approaches, which need more computing and
resource capability, are incompatible with IoT devices.
Terefore, there is a need for a new approach of encryption
model with lightweight requirements, whereas the encryp-
tion model or system for IoT constrained devices takes
advantage of combining the features provided by the most
used encryption mechanisms to provide a robust data
confdentiality efciently, while easily adapting to emerging
and converging technologies like DNA-computing algo-
rithm. Te DNA-encryption approach proposed in this
study is a simple encryption system for data created by the
Internet ofTings, such as words and photos.Te purpose of
this research is to provide a novel DNA-based lightweight
cryptography (LWCD) that creates keys for multiencryption
rounds by using the DNA sequence as a key and performing
some operations on it. Depending on the relevance of the
collected data, the block size of the multiencryption rounds
can be modifed to accommodate IoT devices and provide
high robust and solid encryption. LWCD’s two main pro-
cesses are substitution and transposition. As mentioned
above, because IoT devices have limited resources from the
prospective of processor, memory, storage devices, and
limited power, especially when using a battery, they are
classifed as resource-constrained devices [8].

Te large amounts of data generated by IoT devices and
transferring it over the Internet to the applications in the
destination server in the cloud or on-premises data centers
will almost certainly include private data such as personal,
medical, or other sensitive data. An unauthorized person can
easily hack and divulge this information, or it can be altered
while being stored or sent. As a result, an encryption
technique is required to safeguard the data’s secrecy and
integrity [9].

An encryption algorithm is a mechanism for converting
plaintext to cipher text to maintain the data’s confdentiality
and integrity.

Cryptographic procedures are used to protect sensitive
data so that only authorized individuals may decode it.
Cryptographic technology encrypts data to create
encrypted data and allows for secure transmission, which
may be meaningless to an invader who does not know the
key. IoT devices have grown in the market, with over 15
billion linked devices anticipated at this moment. IoT
devices, like the established systems from which they are
derived, are equipped with sensors and communicate in
some way [10].

Te purpose of IoTdevices is to regularly gather, process,
send data across a communication channel, and control

a large number of larger units. Te data in question might
include everything from a user’s heartbeat to the temper-
ature of a room, living habits, and even their whereabouts.

Te rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents background and related work. Section 3 presents
methodology while Section 4 presents the results and
analysis. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2. Background and Related Work

IoTsystem architecture is eventually defned as a four-stage
processing in which data transfers from sensors attached to
“things” through a network and to a corporate data center
or to the cloud for processing, analyzing, and storing. A
“thing” in the IoT can be a machine, a structure, or even
a human. In the architecture of IoT, processes transfer data
in the other direction in the form of commands or in-
structions that instruct an actuator or physically connected
device to perform some tasks to regulate a physical process.
If an approaching malfunction is recognized, an actuator
could perform something as easy as turning on a light or as
serious as shutting down an assembly line. In addition to
device and sensors, IoT architecture layers are distin-
guished to track the consistency of a system through
protocols and gateways [11].

2.1. IoT Architecture. Many of the researchers have ofered
several architectures, and we can all agree that there is no one
consensus on IoT architecture. A four-layer architecture is
the most fundamental: perception, network, processing, and
applications.

Perception layer: it converts analog signal into digital
data and vice versa. It is the initial step of the IoTsystem, and
it encompasses a wide range of “things” or endpoint devices
that serve as a link between the physical and digital worlds.
Tey come in a variety of shapes and sizes, ranging from
microscopic silicon chips to enormous vehicles. Sensors,
actuators, machines, and devices are examples of IoT things
that can be grouped into groups based on their functions.

Network layer: it enables data transmission. It is the
second level of architecture, and it is responsible of all
communications among the IoT infrastructure’s devices,
networks, and cloud services. Tere are two methods of
connecting the physical layer and the cloud: Direct method
using TCP/IP or UDP stack; Using gateways—software or
hardware components that handle protocol translation as
well as encrypting and decrypting the IoT data.

Processing layer: it is responsible for transforming raw
data into useable information. It collects, saves, and analyses
information from the previous layer. All of these duties are
typically done by IoT systems and are divided into two
stages: stages of data collection and data abstraction.

Application layer: it addresses the business re-
quirements. At this layer, software analyzes data to provide
solutions to crucial business problems. Many of IoT ap-
plications exist, ranging in complexity, functionality, and
utilizing of various technologies’ stacks and operating
systems [11].
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2.2. IoT Security. Authenticity, confdentiality, integrity,
and availability are common security criteria in any system,
and they apply to the Internet of Tings as well. IoT has
a number of faws that make security a difcult task, such as
the diverse nature of nodes with Internet connectivity and
fewer embedded security devices [12]. Tis section begins
with an introduction of security concerns in the IoT en-
vironment, followed by a discussion of IoT security re-
quirements and threats, as well as some potential IoT
security solutions. Authentication is the process that
uniquely identifes the incoming user. It is a critical re-
quirement in the IoT since it is critical to keep data safe
from unauthorized devices and people. It is authorized,
only users have access to the system and sensitive in-
formation [13–15]. Te confdentiality is important where
personal data between billions of IoT devices and the
storage of that data must be secure [16]. If unauthorized
access to sensitive information is gained, the components in
the Internet of Tings that collaborate to ofer the intended
service are vulnerable to confdentiality assault. Te use of
an access control technique or a lightweight encryption
strategy can maintain confdentiality, which is a funda-
mental concern. Te reliability assures data accuracy and
completeness, as well as protecting it from tampering [13].
To assure the message’s uniqueness, error detection tech-
niques such as cyclic redundancy check (CRC) might be
used. Data must be available to authorized users at all times
in the IoT. When data, software services, and hardware are
needed, back-end cloud and storage devices must be
available. Accessibility to the security service’, availability,
and continuity must be enhanced to avoid any possible
operational disruptions or malfunctions [12]. Because of
the unique characteristics of the IoT environment, tradi-
tional security techniques are inefective. Figure 1 depicts
the challenges in designing an IoT security system.

Te data are exposed to assaults and threats since the
items or things in the IoT tend to communicate data au-
tonomously. It is essential that the information be main-
tained safe and private during the autonomous transfer.
While end-to-end information transport is somewhat im-
pervious to attacks, communication across a variety of nodes
and sensors is extremely vulnerable to privacy breaches. Te
vast majority of data shared and collected by various IoT
technologies is generally human centric. Te amount of
information a person or entity is willing to share with others
must be verifed.

2.3. LightweightCryptography. As mentioned above, the IoT
devices have a limitation in processor and memory, so these
devices require a specifc cryptographic method that calls
LWC for more easiness and compatibility, by a simple and
low computing process. As a result, in order for the LWC to
be suited for IoT devices, the block size, key size, number of
encryption rounds, and algorithm structured should all be
examined [17].

Te use of LWC in IoTdevices saves both hardware and
power usage. Tere are plethoras of LWC algorithm avail-
able nowadays, many expert authors’ articles [8, 18, 19] pay

attention to them. In the NIST competition, for example, 57
projects were submitted. Ten fnalists were chosen in March
2021 [20]. When we look at these algorithms, we notice that
they all use the cyclic cipher idea. We decided to take
a diferent route.

DNA: adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and
genuine (G) are the four bases of deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) [21, 22]. According to the Watson–Crick Model, all
A and T bases complement each other. Te bases C and G
complement each other [22–25], where A stands for binary
value 00 (decimal value 0), C for binary value 01 (decimal
value 1), G for binary value 10 (decimal value 2), and T for
binary value 11 (decimal value 3) [24] as demonstrated in
Table 1. For each character created using DNA sequences,
the suggested method employs complimentary rules. Te
base pairs are covered by the complementary rule, adenine
and thymine can form a pair, whereas cytosine and genuine
can form a second pair [21, 25–27], as shown in Table 1. Te
DNA XOR operation between these bases is shown in Ta-
ble 2 [24–26, 28].

DNA computing uses a random technique that improves
the complexity and security of the encryption, ensuring that
the data are well protected from hackers. Another feature of
DNA computing is its ability to process data quickly while
requiring minimum power and storage.Tis is evident when
encoding plain data with DNA sequences [29, 30], the re-
searchers use DNA either directly or indirectly by utilizing
DNA characteristics, hybrid cryptography combines both
methods execution in order to improve the security of
classical cryptography [31, 32]. To give better data security,
most researchers applied DNA by transforming the cipher
text to DNA tape, such as encrypting the data using AES and
converting it to ASCII code and their equivalent hexadec-
imal then binary formats, respectively, and lastly DNA tape
[33]. Other researchers have employed DNA to improve the
security of traditional encryption algorithms such as AES
and RSA [34].

Te suggested DNA encryption algorithm works by
creating a strong and entirely random key for data en-
cryption using the DNA tape. Because of the randomness in
generating the encryption key, logical substitution, and a set
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Figure 1: IoT security challenges. A circle represents the elements
of the security challenge.
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of rules for transposition, this technique is known for its
great encryption robustness and strength.

In comparison with the other techniques, the proposed
DNA approach has the shortest encryption time, recording
around 4.2500 Sc. and 4.9211 Sc. for decryption.

Secure IoT (SIT): it encrypts data with n-bits block ci-
pher and requires n-bit key. Te algorithm’s architecture is
a hybrid of festal and uniform substitution-permutation
networks [35]. Te summary of the linked works is
shown in Table 3 [36].

In our research, a new lightweight encryption algorithm
was proposed based on the computing of DNA sequences
that is suitable for IoT devices’ computation resources. Te
suggested algorithm’s key generation is fully random and
based on the DNA sequence, making it extremely hard to
crack. Furthermore, depends on the unpredictability char-
acter of the DNA sequence and its robustness that satisfes
the capabilities of IoT computing, the created key is used to
make a logical, simple, and solid confusion and difusion to
the plain images.

3. Methodology

Because DNA cryptography is a rapidly evolving and
promising sector in data security, we provide a new DNA-
based encryption model in this article. Te unpredictability
of the DNA tape was used to provide a strong encryption and
decryption key that could be employed in symmetric ci-
phering applications. Due to its strong quality, DNA has
been used in this algorithm. Te encryption technique is
robust and difcult to hack because it is based on high
randomness, and it is also may be ideal for IoT devices with
limited RAM and CPU, that uses the DNA tape according to
the sequence binary string representation in addition to the
key generation process.

Tis approach provides some lightweight encryption
standards such as less complexity, robust architecture,
high throughput, less execution time, less memory re-
quirement, and good immunity against linear and dif-
ferential attacks. Te approach suggested in this paper is
a new lightweight cryptographic algorithm based on DNA

computing, which includes collecting data from IoT de-
vices then convert it to text and choose a DNA cassette for
creating a secret key, the next step is the divided source
data will be converted to text and will be encrypted into
two bytes at a time as well the segment and the input DNA
cassette in a specifc order; for each secret key, extract
16 bits-secret key from the DNA tape letters, apply XOR
technique to perform a substitution between each seg-
ment, and the DNA secret key and then apply a series of
rules based on DNA tape to the XOR operation results and
transpose them. Repeat the entire operation until the
DNA tape is fnished and the data is entirely encrypted,
calculate the performance of the proposed encryption
approach and compare the archived results with the result
of previous methods.

Te suggested lightweight encryption algorithm based
on DNA computing that achieves the following objectives:

(1) Capable of encrypting and decrypting image fles
and text

(2) Does not necessitate a large number of resources
(memory space and processor time)

(3) Achieves a high level of data security during
transmission; this can be accomplished by changing
the key used on a regular basis

Te proposed approach’s fowchart is shown in Figure 2,
and the series implemented in number of stages can be
summarized as follows (Algorithm 1):

 . Result and Analysis

For the suggested cryptographic paradigm, three key goals
have been established. To test the suggested encryption
scheme, we will assume the source data are photos in this
part. First and foremost, the encryption technique must be
light enough to run on the IoTdevice processor. Tis means
that as few resources as feasible (processor time and
memory) are used. Second, to ensure a high level of safety for
the information conveyed, the key used in the encryption
method must be changed on a regular basis. Tird, the key
size (in bits) utilized in the encryption technique should be
as large as feasible to make it difcult for attackers to break.
Fourth, the encryption algorithm must result in the largest
amount of data distortion. Tis efect can be quantifed by
calculating the encrypted image’s peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and statistically by comparing the source and
encrypted images’ histograms.

Te proposed cryptographic solution was implemented
utilizing a computer systemwith an Intel (Core-i5) 2.50GHz
CPU and 8.0GB RAM and a MATLAB programming
(R2019a) version. Te suggested cryptographic approach’s
objectives are studied and tested in this section. Each test is
evaluated by comparing it to previously published methods.

A discussion of the fndings aided in the formulation of
some conclusions.

Te proposed approach is implemented on images and
text fles.

Table 2: DNA XOR operation.

XOR A T C G
A A T C G
T T A G C
C C G A T
G G C T A

Table 1: DNA letters coding.

DNA base CODE
A 00
C 01
G 10
T 11
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4.1. Result Analysis

4.1.1. Image Encryption Result

(1) HistogramAnalysis.Te image’s histogram represents the
number of pixels that paint the image. Image histogram-
analyzing aids in determining the quality of image en-
cryption. Te uniform distribution should be present in
a ciphered image histogram; Figures 3 and 4 depicts some
concentrated values for the plain image, whereas the ci-
phered images have more fat values, indicating the sug-
gested system can withstand statistical attacks.

(2) Key Space and Sensitivity Metrics. Te key space reveals
that all available keys have been used. Here, chaotic se-
quences are created and employed in conjunction with
precision values of 10–15 to achieve accurate refnement,
resulting in a larger key space of (1015)6�1090� 2298,
making this strategy resistant to brute force and dictionary
assaults. Te term “key sensitivity” relates to how much
a change in the key can afect the ability to generate a ci-
phered picture. Again, factors like NPCR (number of pixel
changing rate) and UACI (unifed average changing in-
tensity) can be used to determine this. Even a tiny change in
the key might bring out more difusion or permutation in an
image, therefore a smart technique is always sensitive. As
a result, the proposed strategy is said to be resistant to
diferential and statistical attacks.

(3) Correlation Coefcient Analysis. Te adjacent pixel value
depicts the relationship between two pixels that are next to
each other. Te C correlation coefcients should be com-
puted horizontally, vertically, and diagonally between two
neighboring pixels as follows:

CX,Y �
Cov (X,Y)
����������
D(X)D(Y)

 , (1)

where X and Y are adjacent pixels.
Cov (X,Y) is the covariance between two pixels X and Y.

It is given as follows:

cov(X,Y) �
1
N

  

N

i�1
Xi − E(X)(  Yi − E(Y)( , (2)

where E(X) � (1/N)
N
i�1Xi

D(X) �
1
N

  

N

i�1
Xi − E(Y)( 

2
. (3)

Tis analysis includes calculating three adjacent pixel’s
correlation for each plain cipher image: vertically, hori-
zontally, and diagonally. Figure 5 represents the horizontal
importance of neighboring elements in the image before and
after encryption. It reveals a dramatic drop in the impor-
tance of nearby elements.

(4) Information Entropy. Entropy is the most important
property of a disorder, or more accurately, unpredictability,
according to information theory, is a metric that assesses the
unpredictability of an image:

To fnd the entropyH(X) of a source X, use the following
formula:

H(x) � − 
255

i�0
P Xi( ∗ logP Xi( . (4)

A resilient encryption method has an entropy value of 8
in theory. Te information entropy of plain and encrypted
photos (256 ∗ 256) is shown in the table below. Te last
equation calculates the entropy. Because the fndings were so
near to 8, they were considered satisfactory.Te information
entropy of several systems is compared in Table 4.

Other algorithms were outperformed by the proposed
algorithm, which is close to the value 8, as shown in Table 5.

(5) Diferent Attacks and Chosen Plaintext Attack. Two in-
dicators are employed in the analyses of a diferent attack to
inspect on the infuence of a one-bit diference between the
original image and the ciphered one, NPCR and UACI, or the
number of pixels change rate and united average changing
intensity, are the acronyms for the number of pixels changing
rate and unifed average change intensity, respectively.

Tey are calculated as follows:

NPCR �
i,jD(i, j)

W∗H
∗ 100%,

UACI �
i,jC1(i, j) − C2(i, j)

255
∗ 100%,

(5)

Table 3: Summary of related work according to text fle.

Cipher Device
Block
size
(bit)

Key
size
(bit)

Code
size
(byte)

RAM
(byte)

Encrypted-
key

schedule

Encryption
(cycles)

Decryption
(cycles)

AES AVR 128 128 23464 720 2424 5225 5242
RC5 AVR 64 128 20444 360 30744 5244 5239
PRINCE AVR 64 128 23838 176 675 7044 7047
HIGHT AVR 64 128 13716 288 1615 3459 3543
LBLOCK AVR 64 80 23718 306 4824 4772 4799
PICCOL AVR 64 80 1534 126 1563 12630 12709
LILLIPUT AVR 64 80 3908 276 12778 10934 11424
TWINE AVR 64 80 2204 214 5047 10303 10183
RoadRunneR AVR 64 80 1426 142 967 3658 3682
LED AVR 64 80 4108 358 369 66950 71061
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where H and W are the height and width of the ciphered
image, respectively. C1(i, j) is the encrypted image before the
change in one pixel of the plain image and C2(i,j) is the
image after the change.

Values of NPCR and UACI are shown in Table 6, both
are close to the optimum values. Te obtained result values
were 33.45% for UACI and 99.62% for NPCR. Tis proves

that the algorithm exhibits high sensitivity towards changes
in the original image, even if they are quite small. Tis means
it can resist diferent types of attacks.

Te software is given in the phrase “Welcome to My
Module of Encryption,” and the encryption and decryption
results are as follows:

Input Text: Welcome to My Module of Encryption
Encrypted Text:
AGGTAGCCCTGTTCCGTTAGGTTTAATATCTGG
TGTTAGTTGCTCGGACCGATATGGTACGTA
GACTCAAATGCCTTGGTATCGAAGGCACGC
TTCTTCGGCTTCTACGACCTGCCCCCCTGTCCA
GATATTCTGTATACGCACGATA
Return Text: Welcome to My Module of Encryption

Te message in this case contains a variety of characters
such as capital and small letters, numbers, and special
characters, and the encryption result length is appropriate,
so no additional insertion bits are required. As a result,
within the user-generated sequence, the user must utilize
a segment length of one.

With a text sample of “Health,” the proposed model for
text encryption utilizing DNA sequences is demonstrated.
Te key will be computed frst, and then it will be utilized to
generate the fnal DNA sequences. Meanwhile, to get
encrypted text, DNA encoding rules, as well as single-point
crossover, mutation, and complementary rules, are applied.
Te same operation is repeated and reversed during the
decryption process, using the same key value.

Terefore, when there is a new session starting the
communications with new text input as the previous one
health occurs, it generates a key value that is diferent from
the previous session’s key. As a result, the proposed method
will have a high level of dynamicity and randomness. It is
tough to obtain the key computationally because the keys
generated and utilized during the various sessions/trans-
actions were diferent. As a result, an attacker will be unable
to obtain the plaintext. Table 7 displays the time necessary
for encryption and decryption processes in seconds. En-
cryption and decryption times are frequently found to be
comparatively close and take less time.

Table 7 displays the time necessary for encryption.
Terefore, when there is a new session starting the com-
munications with new text input as the previous one health
occurs, it generates a key value that is diferent from the
previous session’s key. As a result, the proposed method will
have a high level of security and communication.

Table 8 demonstrates the suggested DNA crypto-
graphic method’s memory allocation (in bytes) for disk
encryption.

Table 9 shows the comparison of the proposed method
and previous various lightweight algorithms and the sug-
gested approach are displayed.Te disparities are dependent
on RAM, fle size, and the quantity of encryption and

No Yes

Converting (A) into (ASCII Code)

data size = [data size + (128 
– (data size mod16))]

Data size % 16 = 0

Dividing the collected Data into set of segments 
with size 128 bits such as (S0, S1, …., Sn-1)

Inputting the DNA sequence

Dividing DNA sequence into segments with 
16 bits size to generate secret keys such as 

(K0, K1, Kn-1)

Apply the bits permutation procedure

Apply Encryption process

Getting the encrypted Data

Resizing the encrypted data to get the 
original size

Start

End

Collecting Data form IoT devices (A)

Figure 2: Flowchart of DNA encryption algorithm.
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(1) Collecting data from IoT devices
(2) Converting the collected data into text of ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) code
(3) Checking the data size (counting the bits of data)
(1) if the data size mod 16� 0 go to 4
(2) else do data size� [data size + (16 – (data size mod 16))]
(4) Dividing the collected data into a set of segments with size 16 bits such as (S0, S1, . . ., Sn−1)
(5) Generating the DNA sequence from imputing data
(i) Dividing the DNA sequence into a set of segments with size 128 bits to generate secret keys such as (K0, K1, Kn−1)
(6) Apply the bit of permutation procedure
(a) Te permutation procedure for 16 successive bits such as the following:

S0(0), . . . S0(15), S1(0), . . . S1(15), . . . . . . . . . S15(0), . . . S15(15)

(b) Te permutation procedure is as follows
Start
If S0(0) � S0(1) then bit(1)↔bit(2)

If S0(1) � S0(2) then bit(2)↔bit(3)

⋮
If S0(14) � S0(15) then bit(14)↔bit(15)

⋮
⋮
If S15(0) � S15(1) then bit(1)↔bit(2)

If S15(1) � S15(2) then bit(2)↔bit(3)

If S15(14) � S15(15) then bit(14)↔bit(15)

End
(7) Apply encryption process for each segment S by swapping the frst four bits of (S0, . . ., Sn−1) with the last four bits of (K0, . . ., Kn−1),

respectively
(8) Getting the encrypted data
(9) Resizing the encrypted data to get the original size

ALGORITHM 1: Steps of encryption algorithm based on DNA.
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Figure 3: Original image of lena and its RGB histogram.
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Figure 4: Encrypted image of lena and its RGB histogram.
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Figure 5: Correlation of two horizontally adjacent pixels in the plain and encrypted image of lena.
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Table 5: Comparison of information entropy across methods about image lena.

Algorithm
Information entropy

R G B
Te proposed 7.  85 7.  82 7.  84
[37] 7.9973 7.9972 7.9969
[38] 7.9966 7.9972 7.9967
[39] 7.9973 7.9969 7.9971
[40] 7.9974 7.9976 7.9975
Bold values are the highest results that we got from the proposed system.

Table 6: Compared values of UACI and NPCR.

Algorithms Images
Pepper Lena Baboon

Proposed UACI 33.46 33.44 33.45
NPCR 99.62 99.64 99.60

[41] UACI 33.32 33.46 33.55
NPCR 99.58 99.67 99.60

[42] UACI 33.46 33.44 33.46
NPCR 99.61 99.62 99.60

[43] UACI 33.52 33.50 33.47
NPCR 99.60 99.61 99.61

[44] UACI 33.46 33.44 33.49
NPCR 99.60 99.62 99.62

Table 7: Required time for encryption and decryption.

Case Encryption time (sec) Decryption time (sec)
Single-word 0.0285 0.0357
Multiwords 0.0320 0.0476

Table 8: Memory requirements for encryption.

Input
text size (byte)

Encrypted
text size (byte)

Decrypted
text size (byte)

4 4.08 4
36 36.32 3

Table 4: Information entropy of encryption of some plain images.

Images
Plain images Encrypted images

R G B R G B
Pepper 7.3009 7.5570 7.0929 7.9974 7.9973 7.9972
Lena 7.1655 7.5578 6.8571 7.9985 7.9982 7.9984
Baboon 7.6987 7.4251 7.5809 7.9970 7.9970 7.9971

Table 9: Proposemethod compared with diferent ciphers in terms of code size, RAM, and encryption/decryption (cycles) that implemented
on AVR device.

Terms
Algorithms

AES RC5 PRINCE HEIGHT [44] [45] Proposed method
Block size (bit) 128 64 64 64 64 64 16
Key size (bit) 128 128 128 128 80 64 64
Code size in byte 23464 20444 23838 13716 1364 2094 1687
RAM 720 360 176 288 18 16 17
Encrypted key schedule 2424 30744 675 1615 1407 1218 1038
Encryption (cycles) 5225 5244 7044 3459 3359 1401 975
Decryption (cycles) 5242 5239 7047 3543 3434 918 788
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decryption cycles. Te table shows that the suggested
method outperforms the others by operating with less code,
RAM, loops, and the quantity of encrypting and decrypting
cycles.

5. Conclusions

Security in the Internet of Tings is still a hot topic for
research. It has aroused a great deal of scientifc interest
recently. Devices in the Internet of Tings (IoT) network
have limited resources and are low powered and under-
whelming. When evaluating their resource restrictions,
factors such as battery life, processing power, and memory
footprint are all taken into consideration. Tere will still be
options for creating fresh solutions and changing current
security precautions. Tis is because there needs to be
a balance between the security strength and the limitations
of the outmoded Internet and resource-constrained IoT
devices. For IoT devices, a lightweight method is devised
and implemented in this work. For the purpose of pro-
tecting data transit for IoT devices, the suggested en-
cryption strategy also considers IoT device restrictions in
terms of processor speed, memory size, and power con-
sumption. According to the fndings of the experiments, the
suggested method achieves less processing time and
memory space than existing methods while providing
a high level of security of the communicated data through
a constant change of the key used for encrypting the
transmitted IoT data. Furthermore, the suggested archi-
tecture’s key size for encrypting transmitted data is suf-
ciently large to be difcult for adversaries to crack. Te
security analysis and performance evaluation show that the
suggested approach ofers great security and is suited for
the resource-constrained nature of IoT.Tis study provides
a number of signifcant advances to the feld of IoTsecurity,
the research shows the efectiveness of lightweight blocks
ciphers is afected by using the best key size and the good
memory consumption results from using the lightweight
encoder blocks at their ideal size. Te key schedules with
simple cycles use less electricity and have fewer encoding
and decoding cycle; the proposed research also reduced the
number of encoding and decoding cycles and energy usage
by using straightforward mathematical operations to re-
duce the number of rounds for encoding and decoding,
using the DNA approach and transforming diferent types
of data into ASCI code enhances the complexity of the
encryption, it suggested algorithm ofers reliable, tamper-
proof, and lightweight information transfer in IoT appli-
cations at cheap cost. Furthermore, the suggested en-
cryption model takes into account the processing time,
memory space, and power consumption limitations of IoT
devices. Our proposed model achieves less processing time
and less memory space than existing ways while ensuring
a high level of security of the communicated data through
a constant change of the key used for encrypting the
transmitted IoTdata, according to the experimental results.
Furthermore, the key size utilized to encrypt the trans-
mitted data in the proposed architecture is big enough to
make it difcult for attackers to breach.

Data Availability

Te data used to support the fndings of this study are in-
cluded within the manuscript.
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